COVID-19 Related Absences: Access to Classes

If your student is not allowed to come to school for the following reasons, your student will still have
access to his/her courses.
1. A positive COVID-19 test
2. Quarantined due to contact with a positive test case
3. Required to stay home by a doctor or school due to COVID-19 related symptoms
Whenever possible, teachers will do the following:
1. Live stream: Teachers will post a link on Canvas. Students can use this link to watch a class live.
a. Class times are based on the streaming schedule – NOT their typical class period.
b. In the event of a conflict, students should plan to watch Language, Mathematics,
Science, and Social Studies in lieu of a related arts course.
2. Video recording: Teachers will record instructions or a copy of the lesson and post it to Canvas.

FAQ’s
1. What if my student is too ill to watch the stream?
a. Your student can watch the recording. It will be posted later in the evening or the next
morning on the class Canvas page.
2. My student has 7th period math, but the math teacher is not streaming that period. Why not?
a. Teachers are streaming based on the streaming schedule. Students should refer to this
schedule to access classes. Rather than following their personal schedule, students will
join in based on the teacher’s streaming period. Every student has the ability to watch
language, math, science, and social studies.
3. My student is out for an appointment or a quick flu bug. Can he/she watch the live stream?
a. Streaming will only occur when that teacher has a student out for COVID related
reasons. We will treat these absences like a normal absence.
4. My student was marked undocumented, but I called in yesterday. When will this change?
a. We are constantly changing and marking attendance. The process works through Nurse
Beaupre and Mr. Basham. They are working with the ACHD. We sometimes need extra
time to process. Please be patient while we work through our coding.

